
III. The Agorist's Toolkit



Cryptography

Cryptography is the art of concealing secrets. For as long as humans have had secrets, there 
have been various methods of concealing those secrets. This takes the form of spoken techniques which 
are used by two or more people to communicate secret messages verbally, and written techniques 
which conceal a message written on physical or digital media. The method of concealing a secret is 
often to use a “cypher” which substitutes a given character or word with something completely 
different, “encrypting” the message. The recipient of the scrambled message must then use the same 
cypher to “decrypt” the message. Since the invention of the computer, secret-keeping and -breaking has 
been an arms race to see who can create the best cypher and who can build a computer to break it the 
fastest. Most modern cryptography, especially that employed by the very organizations which actively 
try to break cryptography, uses extremely advanced mathematics and is considered to be “uncrackable” 
by present day computers without using side-channel attacks (as opposed to “brute force” cracking). 
Some cryptographic algorithms are even considered to be quantum computer-proof. But even if 
quantum computers end up cracking all of the cryptography currently in common-use, agorists can rest 
easy knowing that researchers are already working on quantum cryptography. 

There are two forms of cryptography in common use today: symmetric key cryptography, and 
asymmetric key cryptography (also called “public key cryptography”). Symmetric key cryptography 
uses one encryption key which must be known by everyone that wants to decrypt the information. The 
long-standing paradox has been sharing this key with the other parties securely. The answer, first 
discovered in the early 1970s, is public key cryptography. In public key cryptography, two keys are 
generated: a public key which can be shared with everyone and is used to encrypt information, and a 
private key which is kept secret and is used to decrypt information. To share a symmetrically encrypted 
file with someone, all that is needed now is to encrypt it with a chosen password, send the encrypted 
file to the intended recipient, and use the recipient's verified public key to encrypt a message with the 
password so only they can read it. Verification of public keys has been the lasting challenge of public 
key cryptography, and is typically solved by having a public key owner post the “fingerprint” of their 
key on a web property they own, saying it over the phone or in person, or verifying the fingerprint with 
a mutual trusted party who is known to have the correct key. 

Of particular interest to the agorist are several interesting and important qualities of 
cryptography: 

• The ability to cryptographically sign messages attributable to a unique digital identifier.

• The ability to send and receive messages which can only be read by the intended recipients.

• The ability to send digital currency with no counter-party risk using cryptocurrency protocols. 

• The ability to send encrypted files to others using a combination of symmetric and public key 
cryptography as described above. 

The implication of these qualities for agorists is that one can now conduct business solely 
through the internet using cryptographically secure identities, contracts, assurance schemes, and 
payment methods. Agorists can use darknet protocols like Tor or i2p to set up digital storefronts hidden 
by layers of encryption, communicate with other agorists using cryptographically authenticated and 
secured messaging, and pay suppliers for goods or services using cryptocurrency. The agora is here! 



P2P Technology

Closely related to cryptography is the growing interest in a field of technology that operates on 
a decentralized, peer-to-peer (P2P) basis. P2P means that each node in a network is as powerful as all 
the others, and the whole network is not dependent on any one node; when a node drops out of the 
network or otherwise becomes corrupted, information just routes around it through other available 
nodes. This contrasted with a centralized, client-server model where one computer “serves” 
information to other computers which run “clients” to receive the information – if the server is taken 
offline, information flow slows or stops completely. While P2P networks are often characterized as 
slow, inefficient, and difficult to scale, where they lack efficiency they more than make up with 
resiliency, a far more valuable trait to much-assailed agorists. Cryptography is closely intertwined with 
P2P to provide mathematical trust (or “trustless” qualities) in these decentralized networks.

The classic example of P2P evolution and resiliency is the transition from Napster, a centralized 
website which stored “pirated” files and was eventually shut down by the State, to torrents, a 
technology where files are stored on a decentralized network of computers all over the world and 
shared with anyone who wants a copy. Napster was centralized and vulnerable to attack, while torrents 
are distributed P2P and must have every node storing a given file taken out for an attack to succeed – a 
virtually impossible task for the State or anyone else who would try. Torrents keep track of files in the 
network through the use of magnet links. Magnet links are cryptographic hashes of desired files which 
ask the network to reassemble the file with the desired hash from any computer in the network that the 
file is stored on (a file can only have one hash – if the file is changed even by one bit, the resulting hash 
drastically changes). The more computers are storing the file on the network, the faster the file can be 
downloaded. All of these features make torrents a great tool for agorists to use to distribute information 
in a way that is next to impossible to censor. 

Another more recent example of P2P evolution and resilience can be seen in the advancement of 
cryptocurrency technology. The invention of cryptocurrency will likely be seen as the most important 
breakthrough in the history of computer science, and it is precisely because it is P2P technology that it 
is so powerful. Cryptocurrency uses cryptography to mathematically secure an asset ledger which is 
shared amongst all the computers participating in the cryptocurrency network. This asset ledger tracks 
units of the cryptocurrency, which are typically scarce in quantity in order to maintain a market value. 
The cryptocurrency is transferred to peers in the network by cryptographically signing a transaction 
with private keys, authorizing a transfer to an address which represents a peer's public key. The first 
such network of this kind is Bitcoin, which remains the dominant cryptocurrency at the time of this 
writing. Since the release of the Bitcoin software, hundreds of off-shoot projects have formed to 
decentralize not just money, but virtually anything that was previously administered by a central 
authority. Projects like Namecoin, Bitmessage, Ripple, and Ethereum have built on the innovation of 
Bitcoin to decentralize name registration, encrypted messaging, credit networks, and contract 
enforcement, respectively. 

Other projects like Bitcloud and SAFEnet are working to decentralize the rest of the internet 
that hasn't been decentralized yet, completely eliminating servers and making the entire internet P2P. 
The implications for this technology are staggering: with no servers to shut down, the only way to 
remove undesirable content from the internet is to shut down the entire internet! Mainstream internet 
users are likely to be bullied and threatened against adopting this new P2P internet lest they support the 
Four Horsemen of the Infocalypse - “terrorists, drug smugglers, organized crime, and child 
pornographers”  - by hosting strangers' data on their computers (nevermind that the files would be 
encrypted, sharded, and not able to be reassembled without the file hash). But the market for efficient 



data storage and computing power will win out, and soon there will be a day when all of the internet is 
delivered P2P and agorists can conduct their business without relying on a central server that can be 
shut down. 

[Wireless Mesh]

[Autonomous Agents]

[Economy-as-a-Service]

Urban Farming

Micro Manufacturing

New micro-manufacturing technology offers personal independence and freedom from 
government restrictions on property rights by putting the means of production back in control of the 
individual. No longer will the State be able to coerce and control centralized manufacturing and 
distribution centers of mass-marketed consumer products. With the evolution of increasingly versatile 
3D printing technology, machine parts, jewelry, food, drugs, and even human body parts can now be 
designed on a computer, distributed through a p2p file-sharing network, and printed out in the comfort 
of one's own home. State-enforced patent laws which keep proprietary replacement parts artificially 
expensive will do nothing to stop the disintermediation of the OEM replacement parts business. While 
the technology is still nascent, it continues to improve and offer viable alternatives to centralized mass 
production.

[Types of 3D Printers]

[Examples of amazing 3D printed projects eg Project Ara, Wikispeed, Defense Distributed] 

Alternative Energy

Reducing reliance on centralized systems of control which also pose the threat of being a central 
point of failure is especially important for the agorist, which makes energy independence a top priority. 
Anyone hooked up to a centralized power grid is vulnerable to black- or brown-outs and energy 
surveillance. Law enforcement and power companies work closely together to identify abnormal 
electricity consumption, after which surveillance is conducted to determine if the usage is “legal” or 
not. With the advent of smart meters, power companies can even determine what type of appliances are 
being used at an end-point. This makes high-powered hobbies and businesses such as cryptocurrency 
mining, fish collecting, indoor farming, and micro-manufacturing a potential threat for drawing 
attention to one's agorist operations. The best way to mitigate this threat is by disconnecting from the 
grid and going green.
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[Solar panels]



[Wind energy]

Defense

For the agorist who needs a high degree of security to protect against physical attacks, it is 
important to consider the defensive measures that can be taken to mitigate harm to oneself and loved 
ones. Due to the heightened levels of discretion required when engaging in agorist activities, security 
measures should not draw unnecessary attention. Covert defensive measures can include the use of 
counter-surveillance or sousveillance, decoys, dead drops, barricades, hidden rooms, untraceable 
weapons, and light body armor. More advanced techniques, verging on offensive in nature, include the 
use of autonomous agents, darknet assassination markets, infrastructure sabotage, psychological 
warfare, and other fourth generation warfare tactics. Options for the provision of agorist security are 
increasing with advances in technology, options not only for individuals but entrepreneurs that wish to 
create agorist security firms as well. 

The State can be seen as deriving all of its power from its position as having the “right” to 
initiate force, fraud, and coercion against the populace in the name of defense and justice. States assert 
this right by force and enforce it by force. The subservient intellectual class then legitimizes such 
assertions ex post facto with justifications invoking long-dead philosophers and economists and 
concepts such as “social contracts” and “tragedy of the commons.” Because collective defense forces 
benefit everyone within a protected region, economists justify the State's coercion of people within 
their territory by saying that the inhabitants “owe” the State for providing security. A long history of 
contracts forced on native populations may indeed form a legal basis for coercion in some cases, but 
the original justifications for a monopolist security firm have always been the velvet glove of 
philosophical and economic arguments thinly covering the iron fist of “might makes right.” If a 
voluntary society is to truly exist and succeed, the agorist must tackle the problem of security in a way 
that properly aligns incentives and prevents the abuses seen in the statist security industrial-complex 
while fending off attacks from groups who could care less about a voluntary society. 

The problem is not insurmountable, but given that every polycentric society which has ever 
existed was eventually exterminated or enslaved by statist barbarians, it might be worth reviewing 
history to understand how decentralized defense succeeded and why it has failed. Modern technology is 
leveling the playing field in favor of the individual vs the State like never before, yet in the future the 
threats against liberty may adapt from current centralized, hierarchical models to more closely model 
the decentralized yet highly organized violence prevalent in the middle east. The success of jihadist 
organizations in combating imperialism in the middle east (the USSR in the 1980s and 1990s, and 
NATO in the early 2000s) can inform agorist defense techniques against a hierarchical State, and at the 
same time reveal clues about how the agorist can protect their life, liberty, property, and community 
from the most dangerous future threat: the decentralization of organized violence. 

One can think of physical security from two distinct vantage points: local and regional. Local 
security is the security of one's personal possessions and property, while regional security is the 
security of the larger geographic region one has chosen as the place to build a life for oneself and loved 
ones. Local security is a mostly individual or tight-knit group effort, while regional security is possible 
only with the cooperation of many different stakeholders with investments in the region. Regional 
security can therefore result in what economists refer to as a “prisoner's dilemma”: a group of 
individuals is better off when everyone is cooperating but every individual has an incentive to not 
cooperate. For example, everyone in a town would be better off if they all cooperated to provide for 
regional security, yet each individual can receive the same benefits as everyone else even if they choose 



to abstain. While this isn't entirely true due to the fact that for every person who abstains from 
contributing to security, the security force is that much less effective, when costs are spread out over a 
large enough population, the effect of people opting out of cooperation isn't obvious until the effect is 
great enough to cause a significant gap in security. This means that an unenforceable security pact may 
be ineffective just when it's needed most, and leads to the justification that everyone must pay their 
“fair share” towards defense in order to create the space necessary for freedom and liberty to exist. 

For all of the horrible crimes the United States military commits overseas on behalf of State 
Capitalism, the interlocking systems of regional defense in that country has been quite successful at 
warding off land invasions that would threaten commerce in the country. Instead, it is the American 
State itself which has become the greatest predator, forcing the citizenry to make the unenviable choice 
between worrying about less predictable aggression from abroad or more predictable aggression at 
home. The agorist security firm does not force its customers to make such a choice, instead relying on 
positive incentives and market-based “coopetition” to develop a security regime which protects 
individual's property from internal threats and the community as a whole from external threats. A look 
at regions that successfully deal with frequent acts of war would be instructional in determining how to 
defend a region against a military attack, and a similar survey of regions that must defend against 
decentralized violence will help determine how to defend against urban and rural guerrilla warfare. Of 
course, prevention is worth a pound of cure, so programs which foster peace, cooperation, free trade, 
and empathy between people are likely to have the greatest return on investment. 
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